
6 Sep 2023 Online Matching

Announcement: problem (2b) is modified;
Al Ed Discussions,

If still witlisted:stay tuned, Iam emailing
StudentServices today.

6 =(2,2,E)
L:Evertices always presentin ob

e.g. time slots in a calendar
R =
Svertices that arrive one ata times

Upon arrival, each vortexin R species
itssetof neighbors and mustbe

matched to one of them (or left

unmatched) irrevocably before the

next arrival.

Objective:maximize thenumber ofedges
in the matching,

An algorithm is C-competitive if it is

always within a factor 2 of the optimum
on every inputinstance.

i.e. letting ALG =#edges in thealgo's matching
OPT = #edges in max matching

OPT1 c. ALG



Deterministic alo's can'tbe better than 2-competitive.
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Arandomized algo on this graph can toss

1m, prob. Yza coin, and get AL6=42 m prob Y
↑[AL6]=
0T =2] - competitive,

on this particular graph.

Def In algorithm for onlinematching is greedy
↑ i always finds a match for each

vertex that has at leastone free

neighbor when it arrives.

Prop Any greedy onlinematching algorithm-

is 2competitive,

Proof
6 Say thealgo outputs M and
-

M* is the max matching.
Ma M* to M as follows.

For (u) =N)* and Cyr)EM then

f(u,v) =(u,r).

Fow (u) =M* and LutM but (nvEM
f(u,) =(u,v).



for (u,-em*(r) GM, v is free inM.
/

Then I (yv) =M by gready property.

-> (u,) =(n,v)

We're constructed ->:M*M wish the

property Fe =m* e and fle) have at
S

least one endpoint in common.

For
every die,

f -(e) has at

most Art elements: an edge touching
leftendpoint of el and one touching
the rightendpoint,
- IMA) < 20/M) as claimed.

The RANKING algorithm of Karp, Vazirani, Vazitania

1. Sample a uniformly random total orderingof h

2. Whenever VER arries, if ithas
at leastone free neighbor, match

to theone thatcomes earliest

in this orching,

LP relaxation of max bipartite matching,
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Scale inequalities by scale factors

Yu, Yu, you derive
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as long as yn, Yr=0.

This upper bounds OPT as long as

In+yr? 1X (urJet.


